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 Dictionary:
 Follow the rules, fidelity

▪ Also means ‘stick to’
 In medicine:

 Likelihood subject (or patient) will follow the 
prescribed treatment.

 Lack of adherence can lead to disease 
progression and unnecessary expenses
 Also destroys clinical trials

 Most patients not adherent with treatment
 We assume research subjects are better but know 

they are not



 Ask the patient 
 Do a pill count
 Check a blood level



 Patients often reluctant to tell the truth

 Self report overestimates adherence by up to 
300%

 Treating physicians overestimate adherence by 
50%

 Pill counts retrospective
 Some take meds only before testing



 Drug is dangerous. I could even die

 Consent form says so repeatedly

 If I get hurt you wont pay for my injuries

 Consent makes this very clear

 I may not even get the real drug

 And I still don’t get paid if I get hurt

 Everyone else is getting paid

 Not fair.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WpZ4kY3AJWU



 It’s a job I can do

 Compensated in status, appreciation

 The people at the trial site are really nice
 It gets the family off my back

 Taking control, not powerless in the face of disease

 If it does work I already have a supply
 When they have something that really works I’ll 

be first in line



 Best
 Drug at effect site

 Drug or metabolite in a biomatrix (tissue, urine, feces)
 Better

 Directly Observed Proof of Drug Delivery
 Fair

 Pill Bottle Monitors
 Poor 

 Pill Counts

 Proof that the patient or subject was given the drug

 Writing a Prescription



 Direct measurement

 Biopsy

▪ AMS

 Indirect measurement

 PET Scans 

 Radiolabeled tracers



 Drug or metabolite levels in blood or urine

 Only problem is data are retrospective

 Real Time Systems – Three Solutions

 AiCure

▪ Smartphone pill imaging system

 Proteous

▪ RFID Chip ingested with drug

 Creare MCoSCT

▪ Smartphone pill imaging plus biomarker confirmation



 Smartphone used to capture real-time 
images of pills in the mouth

 Uses Artificial Intelligence to confirm 
ingestion

 They don’t explain how this is actually done

 Claim they can detect cheating
 Only need a smartphone with a front facing 

camera and an web connectivity to work
 Available now



 AiView
 Identifies pills and capsules based on color, shape and markings. The 

system can be trained to recognize any particular branded 
medication.

 AiView-SL
 The technology is trained to confirm sublingual medication under the 

tongue. Different protocols can be integrated depending on the 
length of time needed for the medication to dissolve.

 AiBreathe
 The system can be used to confirm activation of an inhaler using 

distinct audio and visual signatures.

 AiPen
 Cure's platform has been extended to include monitoring of injectable 

pens, and tracking titration levels.



 AiDashboard
 Real-time adherence data are transmitted to a centralized and cloud-

based dashboard to offer a fully HIPAA-compliant audit trail of each 
dosing activity. Real-time data and longitudinal adherence patterns 
are used for immediate intervention and predictive algorithms. Secure 
communications are integrated into the dashboard so that patients 
may be contacted directly by phone and SMS from the dashboard 
without release of PHI.

 AiDiary
 Educational content, patient surveys, patient statistics, feedback, and 

micro-incentives can be customized and integrated according to 
patient profile.



 Pros

 Elegant and relatively 
simple system

 Integrates psychosocial 
management.

 May be able to predict 
future non-adherence

 Cons

 Does not confirm actual 
ingestion or absorption.

 Not clear how robust pill 
identification is

 Claim to blur out face 
BUT how good is this 
tech – IRBs may get 
nervous.



https://player.vimeo.com/video/150918535



Examples of Venture-Funded Innovative 
Health Care Companies



 Tracks pill ingestion and some physiologic 
parameters – Heart Rate and Activity

 System consists of a:

 Sensor Enabled Pill

▪ Drug over encapsulated with RFID sensor

 A patch applied to the abdomen

▪ Receives sensor signal and sends to web-enabled device

 An App and a Web Portal

▪ For analysis, storage and dissemination of data.



 Pros

 Confirms ingestion 
because sensor activates 
when it reaches the 
stomach

 Individual pills tagged

 Relatively easy co-
formulation 

 If you need HR and 
activity

 FDA approved device

 Cons

 The patch.

 Theoretically could fool 
system by placing 
sensor-enabled pill in 
warm acidic water.

 Reformulation required

 Claim 66 studies, >800 
subjects but no 
publications





 Essential component 
of system

 Placed on the 
abdomen

 Not clear how many 
days patch lasts.

 And no way to tell who 
is actually wearing the 
patch



 Components

 Smartphone

 Portable fluorometer paired to phone by 
Bluetooth

 Study drug 



 Use mobile technology to monitor dosing in 
real time
 Know immediately if subject is non-compliant

 Make subject count by intervening if no pill photo is 
uploaded

 Predict impending non-adherence using actual versus 
prescribed dose time

 Use mobile fluorometer to confirm 
adherence at home
 Detect presence or absence of biomarker in the subject 

urine 

 Increase accuracy of compliance without added cost of 
subject clinic visit

 Test as soon as desired after dose time

 Use the cloud to monitor in real time
 Include study-specific self-reports linked to 

dose time



Monitor individual 

dose timing through 

photos of pill in subject 

hand, in real time

Confirm actual dosing 

through at-home 

detection of biomarker 

in urine

Monitor all data through the 

cloud. Detect impending 

non-adherence and 

intervene to make subject 

count



Pros
 Measures and confirms 

ingestion
 Works with any 

smartphone and most 
camera equipped flip 
phones

 Can theoretically 
detect drug or 
metabolite directly

Cons
 Requires a separate 

device for confirmatory 
measure

 Adds cost ($200/device)

 Adds complexity

 Requires over 
encapsulation with 
riboflavin or quinine 





 Advantages of Cell Phones
 Widely available

 In India ~500 million cell phones
▪ Only ~300 million toilets

 Almost everyone has a cell phone with a camera
▪ 50% of the all people have a cell phone 

▪ 75% of new phones have a camera

 Photos are date and time stamped by the cell 
network

 Can be used to prompt dosing



 20 subjects dosed with 200 and 400 
mg/day of modafinil

 Medication placed in bottles with MEMS 
caps

 Instructed to photograph pills just before 
ingestion

 Paid $3.00 for each photo sent and $20 for 
each bottle returned

 Medication bottles returned weekly, 
returned pills counted 
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Mean
Cap/week

Mean % 
Adherence

Impossible 
Adherence

Photos 5.85±.91 87.2% 13.7%

MEMS 7.27±1.32 106.7% 45.0%

Pill Count 6.79±.98

 Pill count adherence = 94.9±13.5%
 MEMS adherence = 93.6±15%
 Pill Photo adherence = 76.9±14.6%



How did we do 
compared to 
capsule counts?

MEMS Photos

Under
22% 

(N=26)
49% 

(N=59)

Equal
39% 

(N=47)
37% 

(N=44)

Over
39% 

(N=47)
14% 

(N=17)

Estimation 
(under-, equal, 
and over) of 
adherence by 
MEMS and 
photographs, 
compared to 
capsule counts.
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 Noted that 
adherence varied 
with dosing time

 The more 
variability the 
less likely 
subjects would 
remain adherent



 Dosing variance predicts adherence:

 1 hour of dosing variance predicts 2.79 fewer days 
of adherence

 Pre-enrollment days of MA use also predicts 
adherence

 each additional day of MA use in the 30 days prior 
to enrollment predicting an increase of 9.4 
minutes of DV 



Distribution of 
Dosing Times for 
Individual Subjects



 Not all MEMS caps bottles returned

 Three caps not returned at the end of the study

 MEMS timestamp varied by about 15 min/day
 One phones not returned 
 One phone returned broken
 Some subjects exceeded time and text limits
 Valid concern about privacy of photos



 Pill photos sent from cell phones work
 Compared to ‘gold standards’:

 Underestimate compliance vs MEMS Caps and pill 
counts

 Have far less impossible adherence
 Can be used to prompt dosing, obtain data 

after dosing and are widely available.



 MEMs Caps

 Medication Event Monitoring System

 Long track record 

 Legacy platform

 GlowCap

 Temporarily unavailable 

 Adhere Tech

 Emerging leader



 MEMS = Medication 
Event Monitoring 
Systems

 A electronic bottle cap 
that records the time of 
bottle openings

 Assumed to correlate with 
dosing







 If that’s all you care about just do Directly 
Observed Therapy or long acting parenteral 
drugs

 Some people are just haters – don’t join them



 Learning
 What people actually do

 When they do it 

 Why they wont do what you want
 New ways to characterize and understand 

drug actions
 QT prolongation? 

 Abuse liability?

 Symptom targeted treatments?





 Academia

 Interactions between Behavior and Pharmacology

 Better understanding of PK/PD interactions

 Regulatory 

 Should we approve drugs people don’t take – or 
take too much of

 Industry

 Rationale for go/no go decisions and reason to 
develop new products and delivery systems 



 Adherence not improved by longer consent 
forms
 But you can be sure IRBs will now add a page 

addressing adherence.
 More evidence of failed regulatory system
 The good news –

 Patients and Subjects actually do behave 
rationally

 The bad news –
 IRBs, Investigators and Sponsors don’t




